
Opening the temple doorMr. Robot 1 activity 1

Click on the button to attempt to
open the temple door.
 
 

Enter the key code numbers 
for the left and right arrow keys.
 
Then use the arrow key to 
move the solder bug.



Creating the LED sequenceMr. Robot 1 activity 2

Set the GPIO setup to include
the 3 GPIO pins you have used.

Fill in the GPIO.output commands with the
pin numbers you have used.
GPIO.output( pin , True) to turn on a pin (LED)
GPIO.output( pin , False) to turn off a pin (LED)

Move the LEDs and the resistors around
the breadboard so they complete the
circuits. 
 
 

Connect the LED circuits to the
Raspberry Pi pins. Press the key
number and use the arrow keys.
 
 



Mr. Robot 1 activity 3

def turn_right_90(): 
Set the direction of the left motor to 
FORWARD and the right motor to BACKWARD. 
Sleep( 2.5 ) is often close to the correct answer although the correct
solution can be different.

Moving the robot base to the control panel.

def move_turn_off_laser(): 
Add the functions as opposite. 

def move_forward(): 
To move forward 1 square, select the same 
motor speed of the left and right motor. 
Using the sleep( ? ) commend set how long 
the motors turn before turning them off. 
Motor speeds of 160 and sleep( 3 ) is often 
close to the correct answer.



The puzzle room - turning the robot bodyMr. Robot 1 activity 4

Start by turning to sensor 3.
Set the number of steps.
This can be 5, 10 or 15.
turn_to_sensor = “FORWARD”
turn_back = “BACKWARD”
 

def turn_stepper( sensor ):
# Set the list variables
# light sensor no. 0     1    2     3 4 5  6
number_of_steps = [0    15   10     5     5    10 15]
turn_to_sensor =  [””,” FORWARD”,” FORWARD”,” FORWARD”,”BACKWARD”,”BACKWARD”,”BACKWARD”]
turn_back =   [””,”BACKWARD”,”BACKWARD”,”BACKWARD”,” FORWARD”,” FORWARD”,” FORWARD”]

 

Setting the list variables. These are all the possible solutions...
 

Solving the temple puzzle room. One solution is this order 6 - 3 - 5 - 1.
 

# light sensor no. 0     1    2     3 4 5  6
number_of_steps = [0    30   20    10    10    20 30]
# light sensor no. 0     1    2     3 4 5  6
number_of_steps = [0    45   30    15    15    30 45]

Or these solutions...
 



The Temple MazeMr. Robot 1 activity 5

Set up the camera function as shown.
 

Call the camera function every time
the robot moves or turns.
 

For the special funciton 
def maze_LED_sequence() 
add 
robot.LED_sequence() 
sleep(10) 
instructions. 



The Temple Maze (cont.)Mr. Robot 1 activity 5

Adding a light sensor and 
setting the floor tile colours.

 

For the funciton... 
def move_through_maze() 
if RED...
robot.maze_LED_sequence() 
if GREEN...
robot.left_turn_90()
robot.capture_image()
if BLUE...
robot.right_turn_90()
robot.capture_image()
if YELLOW (stop the robot)
move_OK = False
maze_loop = False
 
 
 



The Dancing Mr. RobotMr. Robot 1 activity 6

Add the robot moves to the 
program lines so the robot 
dances for at least 15 seconds.
Adding big movements of the arms and body plus moving the robot
backward and forward will take up the time needed.
 


